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self to enter the friendly fray, please don't hesitate to address 
the matter via a letter to the editor. 

Academic Com petition 
-Yes 

For many years teachers have 
used various forms of competition 
in the classroom to promote 
academic excellence. Methods 
such as these have been called 
extrinsic motivational devices. 
Such terminology seems to justify 
the use of this kind of teaching 
technique. There are however 

. those who adopt the position that 
the use of competitive games in 
the classroom violates the prin
ciples of Christian education. I 
contend that academic competi
tion has a legitimate place in the 
Christian classroom. 

What is competition? My 
dictionary defines competition as 
a "struggle or rivalry for 
supremacy, which usually results 
in a victor and a loser but does 
not necessarily involve the de
struction of the latter." I like 
this definition because it describes 
the academic struggle in the class
room. Although the classroom 
should not be seen as a battle
field, it should be viewed as a 
place where students who have an 
interest in academic excellence are 
attempting to be superior to their 
classmates. It should be obvious 
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that a highly motivated student 
will not be satisfied with being 
less successful than fell ow 
students. He will be satisfied only 
when he endeavors to attain the 
highest degree of excellence. 

Academic compet1t1on need 
not be threatening. I agree with 
Kathy Wiersma who wrote an 
article entitled "Competition" in 
the April-May, 1985, Christian 
Educators Journal. She writes as · 
follows: "As a teacher I realize 
now that -my students are first of 
all God's children. My love for 
them must be based on that truth 
and not on their scholastic 
achievement. When a student is 
secure in that relationship, compe
tition will not be threatening, but 
it will be profitable." 

Grade school students thrive 
on competition. They love Bible 
games, spelling bees, math flash 
card games, and sentence dia
gramming contests. Every student 
plays to win just as he plays to 
win when he competes in ice 
hockey or a game of chess. 

Gilbert Highet, a professor at 
Columbia University says: "Com
petition keeps a class from being 
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merely a group of faceless nonen
tities, and gives it something of 
the diversity of life." 

The classroom provides 
an arena for 

three different kinds 
of compedtion. · 

1. The first kind ·of- competition 
is the competition between in
dividuals. This kind of competi
tion exists in th~ classroom just· 
because of the nature of the 
situation. It also is the kind that 
can be fostered by means of the 
typical classroom competitive 
games. 

2. The second kind. of competi- · 
tion is competition· with cine's. 

Academic Competition - Yes 

student so that the whole team 
will benefit. 

Competition has 
several benefits. 

1. Competition brings out differ
ent talents in different students 
and allows those talents to de
velop. Competition helps 
students recognize that they are 
not all exactly the same. Each 
one p·ossesses his or her own in
dividual· talents. Competitive 
games will show them where they 
fit iri the· classroom. Some will 
be better in the spelling bees and 
math flash car~ games but will not 

· do so well in the sentence dia
gramming contests or Bible games. 

self. In self competition the · 2:· ·co~petition between students 
student competes against. past test- helps to. make lea.ming interesting 

. scores and previous work. Slower· and· stimulating. Competitive 
students can aiso benefit from. . games break the ·monotony of the 
self-competition because they can. 
work at their own pace: without' 
the threat of comparison with 
other students·. 

· '<;lassroom ·routine. . These games 
:stim.ulate 'the students _by causing 
theµi to concentrate their energies 
ro·_achieve a-higher level of success 
·than · th.eir. opponents. The 

3. A third kind of scholastic: -· spelling· bee adds. the motivation 
challenge is competition between ... needed. to memorize th~ correct 
student groups. This kind of cotri- spelling of the word or learn the 
petition promotes cooperation as ·: correct spelling of the· word by 
well as co~petition. When assigning the c?rrect letters to the 
students are working together .sou?ds .. A new competitive game, .. 
against anoth~r group, they wo.rk. · GLOBAL PURSUIT, .produced by 

towards a common goal and yet the National .Geographic Society, 
they can use their individual will help students learn many 
talents. In this situation the good geography facts. 
student must help the poorer 
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3. Competition produces a lift in 
the winner's morale and en
courages him to continue 
working. Competition can also 
help the "loser" to work at 
eliminating the causes for his 
"losing." That, in turn, will also 
help to produce a "lift" in the 
"loser's" morale. 

4. When competitive games are 
used for review of test materials, 
and everyone enters into the re
view, they can have a beneficial 
effect on the quality of work 
done by the entire class. 

Although competition can have 
the negative result of humiliating 
others, this tendency must be 
recognized and controlled in the 
Christian classroom. The task of 
the Christian teacher is to give 
positive leadership to his or her 
students so that they will not 
attempt to hurt others. Instead 
they must be helped to develop 
and practice the Christian virtues 
of meekness and kindness. The 
student must learn more and more 
to love the neighbor as he loves 
himself. 

One might argue that competi
tion makes it impossible for a 
student to practice the Christian 
virtue of consideration for the 
neighbor and also strive for 
excellence. For the Christian the 

purpose in winning the game is 

not to se~ the other person suffer. 

The purpose in playing the game 
well and winning is to use the 
talents that the Lord gives to the 

participant. If he does this and 
also plays so well that he wins in 
the competition, he must learn 
and practice the Christian virtues 

spoken of previously. It is the 
responsibility of the student to 
learn that winning is not the only 
thing. He must learn that winning 
is only part of the game, really a 
very small and comparatively un
important part of the game. 

The Scriptures recognize that 
in this life there are winners and 
losers. In order for one to win he 
must strive for the prize. The 
prize for which he must strive is 
not a carnal prize but is the prize 
of the high calling which we have 
in Christ Jesus. In Philippians 
3: 14 we read, "I press toward the 
mark for the prize of the high 
calling of God in Christ Jesus." 

In I Corinthians 9:24-25 the 
apostle Paul says it this way: 
"Know ye not that they which 
run in a race run all, but one 
receiveth the prize? So run, that 
ye may obtain. And every man 
that striveth for the mastery is 
temperate in all things. Now they 
do it to obtain a corruptible 
crown; but we an incorruptible." 

We can compete in the class
room but the competition must 
not take us away from our main 
calling in life. It must serve to 

equip us and make us more 
qualified to do that which we are 
called to do - "Fear God, keep 
His commandments, and en;oy 
Him forever." 11011 
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